CIRCULAR

All faculty members/scientists and postgraduate students are facilitated and provided with access of Consortium for e-Resources in Agriculture (CeRA) by Central Library, Chatha. Left out faculty members, scientists and post graduate students, if any, shall contact Central Library, Chatha for creation of CeRA profile and CeRA username, password.

CeRA being an IP authenticated source also require username and password to access internet connected with University IP which is pre-requisite to access CeRA (except from Central Library/Computer Lab. Chatha) for which they are requested to contact Data Centre, Main Campus, Chatha.

No. C-Lib/21-22/ 5/11926-1937
Date 01-02-2022

Copy to:-

1. All Directors, SKUAST Jammu with the request to kindly intimate faculty/scientists/PG students under their control.
2. Dean FoA/FVSc/FBSc, SKUAST Jammu with the request to kindly intimate all HoDs working under their kind control. This is in reference to minutes issued by Registrar vide no. AUJ/Est./21-22/G-427/7523-7566 dated 28.01.2022.
3. IIC Data Centre, SKUAST Jammu with the request to upload circular on University website and for necessary action.
4. SVC for the kind information of the Hon'ble Vice Chancellor.